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Volunteers
Most of the work at CRISP is carried out by volunteers. These are people from within the
community who give their time to help provide a large range of indigenous plants for the
Maroondah Region. If you care about your local environment and would like to help out at the
nursery, join the friendly team. No experience needed. Learn the difference between various native
plants, learn to propagate and pot up the many seedlings.
Where are we?
CRISP is located in GREENWOOD AVE, Ringwood (just next to Jubilee Park).
If you can’t find a volunteer amongst the plants, walk down further and find them in a small building
on your left, just before Reverse Art.
Come and browse the sales section or give some of your time to help the others.

DISCLAIMER

CRISP Nursery Inc. does not hold itself responsible for statements made or opinions expressed in CRISP News. They may not
necessarily reflect the opinions of the organisation but are merely printed to share information with those who are interested in
the conservation of our local flora and related environmental concerns.
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A Note from the Editor
Linda Hibbs

This edition of the newsletter has a focus on fungi. It
has been a particularly good year for fungi growth and
you may have noticed many of these wonderful forms
rising from the leaf litter when walking through our
natural bushlands or even in your own backyard.
Ruth Jackson has taken some wonderful photographs
and we have devoted a colour spread in the middle of
the magazine to these. She is of course well known for
her botanical illustrations and some of these are also
included in the newsletter.
It is a cold winter and although we probably always
like to say ‘this winter is colder than last winter’, in fact
the recent cold spell has been the coldest for some
time. The rain has been most welcome, especially in
parts of Victoria that have seen dry weather for far
too long.
Now is the time to plan ahead and decide what you
want to plant in spring. Sitting by the wood fire or
any warmth you can get might be a good time to jot
down the names of the plants you want to locate
when you are next at the nursery. You can find a full
list of the plants sold at the nursery on the CRISP
website:
www.crispnursery.org.au

Talking of names, I have put together some
information in the newsletter regarding learning the
scientific names of plants and why this is important. I
have previously just ignored trying to learn these and
put it in the too-hard-basket but after much thought
and some research I have found there are ways we
can all learn.
I would like to thank Stephanie for her support in
putting the newsletter together; Ruth Jackson for her
amazing fungi photographs; Miranda Boyle for the
article on the fungi; Pam Yarra for her information
on her Open Garden coming up in September; Ann
Heskett for her article on Herman Pump Reserve;
Robin Hallett for his update on the Bedford Park
planting and Stephanie for her Tarralla Creek, Monday
in the Reserves photos.
Sadly a long time volunteer, Pam Crompton passed
away last month (see page 8). She will be missed by
the nursery and all her fellow volunteers.
Stay warm and enjoy the greenery before the spring
and summer months.

Linda

Keep your eye out for this new series of stamps coming out in July.
These new stamps will feature the Rufous Owl, Eastern Grass Owl,
Sooty Owl and the Southern Boobook.

Spring Sale – Saturday September 3rd. We are planning
on having information available on Indigenous Gardens
for Wildlife, a display of Botanical Illustrations of local
indigenous species by Ruth Jackson and lots of plants
available for purchase.
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Committee Corner
Steve O’Flynn

Hello all
It is ages ago since we had our AGM, but one person
still remains to be thanked for her commitment,
time and effort over the previous year, our outgoing
president, Merrilyn Smith.
Merrilyn and husband Mark have given much time
over many years supporting CRISP, and have decided
to take some well deserved time out to go exploring.
Merrilyn remains on committee, but on behalf of all
‘Crispies’ I thank her for her leadership in 2015, and
along with Mark and all committee persons previous,
in bequeathing our nursery in such great shape.
Winter is upon us, and the committee hope that the
improved lighting in the office and the heater over the
potting table that have been arranged will take some
of the gloom away from the drearier days that the
season inflicts upon us.
I must confess that winter is not my favourite time
of year. If you’re like me and sometimes struggle to
push yourself outside at this time of year, how about
joining us for Monday Mornings In The Reserves.
It’s a great way to get down and close up with
Maroondah’s reserves and parks, some of which you
may never knew existed. The efforts of the CRISP
team are particularly visible at Cherry Tree Reserve
and along Taralla Creek, where many of our baby tube
stock have been planted out and are now growing
into veritable forests. And there’s cake! Annette and
Stephanie always ensure efforts are rewarded with a
morning tea served with the product of one of their
secret recipes. Monday Mornings In The Reserves is
conducted fortnightly and the Nursery News carries
details of each upcoming outing, or you can enquire at
the nursery.
It’s great to be part of an organization made up of
such committed people that are so dedicated in
playing their part in the task of preserving our floral
heritage. Members, volunteers and staff all play an
important part in ensuring future generations have
the opportunity of appreciating the diversity and
character of our indigenous plants, and on behalf of
the committee, I thank you all.
Teak Avenue, Taralla Creek Reserve
Monday Mornings in the Reserve
Photos: Stephanie Dean
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Report from the nursery
Stephanie Dean & Annette O’Sullivan

There is always a lot of activity around the nursery
especially during our volunteer sessions on
Wednesday and Friday mornings. These sessions have
been very well attended over recent months resulting
in almost standing room only at morning tea times.
The outcome of this is that we have been able to
utilise these resources in ensuring the availability and
presentation of our stock is constantly improving. We
have also been able to work on the display gardens at
the nursery which helps people with plant choices.
The Sales Area has been well used by local residents
looking to bring a bit of local character into their
home gardens. The use of local plants in private
gardens is important in preserving the local species
and providing stepping stones for our local birds and
other wildlife between the larger bushland reserves.
Since our last newsletter we have seen many
thousands of plants going out into the community.
Maroondah City Council Bushland Team use many of
our plants to support existing plant populations in our
bushland reserves by planting themselves or through
the many ‘Friends’ groups. There are also many of our
plants that are used by the Parks and Works team. This
supports the image of our municipality as a green leafy
area. It is the plants that give a sense of identity in an
area and by using local indigenous species the council
is maintaining the local identity. It is the ongoing
support of the many nursery volunteers that ensure
that we are able to continue to provide high quality

plants of local provenance
to support various
revegetation projects.
Beyond the bounds of the
nursery we have had our
regular fortnightly Monday
Mornings in the Reserves outings involving exploring
reserves, weeding, expanding planting areas, and
more recently, planting out mulch beds. The planting
period for the reserves is between the first good
autumn rains and early spring. This way the plants are
established sufficiently so that they can survive the
harsh summer hot, dry conditions. The volunteers that
join in with these outings are always rewarded with
morning tea, often including cake.
We have also used opportunities to promote
the nursery to the broader community by setting
up information stands at the Uambi open day in
Heathmont in May and at the Maroondah Sorry Day
events at the Realm. These displays give us a chance to
talk to many locals about the nursery, what we do and
why we do it. Having prints of Ruth Jackson’s botanical
illustrations as part of our displays has provided a
great way to introduce people to the conservation of
local species.
Hoping you are all able to appreciate a bit of garden
and some of the many reserves in Maroondah
– look out for CRISP plants as you explore the
neighbourhood.

Ruth Jackson and Stephanie Dean at the CRISP
display at Realm in Ringwood
Plants at the nursery
Photos: LHibbs
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Bedford Park
by Robin Hallett

The proposed Community Garden at Bedford Park is
one step closer to fruition thanks to CRISP and their
help.
Bedford Park Community Garden first came into
existence as a concept back in July 2015. The design
for the permaculture garden was presented first to
the community centre and then to council. It met
with enthusiastic responses and began to move
through the various
processes. Council,
while still developing
long term plans and
approval were able
to give us the ok to
start a site preparation
and observation
project with Envision
Employment Services.
We kept a flora and
fauna diary, cleared
invasive weed species
and began the
preparation for the
planting of a native
windbreak. This wind
break was to be the
culmination of the
six-month project
and would be planted
out by Heathmont
College’s Advanced
Youth class.
A few core members
of the local community
spent the better part
of three months weeding and mulching the steep
incline. With Heathmont college only a week away
from the planting of three hundred indigenous trees,
shrubs and grasses, the team was looking at the final
space to be mulched and worrying. CRISP came
to the rescue. On Monday the first of May, the day
before our big plant, CRISP volunteers arrived on
site at the crack of dawn and impressed us with
their amazing efficiency. The experience and speed

with which they sheet mulched the area was just
impressive and I can honestly say we couldn’t have
done it without you.
The plant out was an amazing success. Teenagers
scurried across the steep incline, energetically
digging down into the marked spaces and planting
out the trees. A storm was brewing that day, the
wind howling and dark skies menacing but none of
this slowed them down one iota. By lunch time the
kids, with the help of just
a couple of volunteers,
they had not only dug and
planted all the trees but
had tidied up and were
ready to leave; and just
in time. No sooner had
the bus left the car park
and the heavens opened
up and saved the two
volunteers from hours of
watering. What a success.
Nearly two months on
and I have to say I couldn’t
be happier. The strike
rate of the existing trees,
despite the haste and
inexperience of the people
involved, has been really
high. I have probably only
removed maybe ten or
so completely dead trees
out of the three hundred
and though it is early days
yet many of the plants are
looking fantastic.
Thanks again to CRISP for making this very
important step toward making this project a reality.
We look forward to being in touch again in the near
future.
Regards
Robin Hallett and all at the Bedford Park
Community Garden

CRISP WEBSITE
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Herman Pump Reserve update

by Ann Heskett

We hope to meet with council in the next few months
to plan our next stage. The hope is to work our way
along the reserve, over a period of a few years, until
the whole area is revegetated. It’s been a fun process,
as local residents have taken a strong interest and pride
in the reserve. At the same time we are ‘building
community’ and getting to know our neighbours.
We are grateful for the support from the Maroondah
City council and CRISP nursery, who have provided us
with the resources, advice and encouragement needed
to keep the project moving forward.

Photos: Ann Heskett

Some of you may recall the rejuvenation work that was
being done at Herman Pump Reserve in Heathmont.
It’s amazing what springs up. We recently found a
cluster of Nodding greenhood orchids growing and
have taken measures to protect them from the mowing.
With over 1000 tube stock planted in April this year by
an eager group of local residents, we’ve tackled another
section of the reserve. The enthusiasm of the locals has
been inspirational, as users of the park are keen to be
involved. This includes the younger helpers who had
a lovely time making a train in the empty boxes from
CRISP.

Top: Working at Herman Pump Reserve.
Left:: The patch of Nodding greenhoods.
Above: The kids having fun too.
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Vale Pam Crompton
by Stephanie Dean

It was with great sadness that we were informed by
Pam’s family of her death in May. Annette and I were
invited to speak at her funeral. Below is part of that
speech.
Pam first came to CRISP in September 2005 in
response to a recruitment campaign for new
volunteers at the nursery. We were running special
sessions for beginners to develop skills in propagation
and care of local indigenous plants for local people
that were ‘Looking for something worthwhile to do’.
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nursery so regularly. A few years and hundreds of
conversations around the potting bench later, I asked
some of the volunteers to contribute a couple of
lines for the newsletter to motivate others to join
our team. Many said something along the lines of the
feeling of satisfaction that comes from helping the
environment. Pam’s response was much more to do
with appreciating conversation and the morning tea
than plants!

Pam came along to that first session and then came
back the next week and kept on coming back, and
became an integral part of the nursery.
She always showed great care with the tiny seedlings
we were propagating, asked questions to learn more
about the plants, and over the years helped with the
propagation and nurturing of thousands of plants that
were returned to our local environment. She was
active in lots of discussions around the potting table
over the years where her quiet but rather wicked
sense of humour was evident. When Pam was talking
about her family it was always with great fondness
and celebration of their various achievements.

In more recent years Pam’s health has not allowed
her to come very often to the volunteer sessions at
the nursery but she maintained her involvement and
contribution by taking collected seed material home
and separating the extra plant material from the seed
and having the seed ready for sowing. This is not a task
that many others will take on as it requires a lot of
patience and attention to detail. It was a familiar sight
on a Wednesday morning to see either Pam or Richard,
her husband, heading down the nursery driveway with
a bag of prepared seed to return and replacing that
with another full bag of seed to be worked on. It was
very pleasing to hear that Pam valued the opportunity
to continue her involvement with the nursery as much
as we appreciated the work she completed.

I am not entirely sure if producing plants was
Pam’s main motivation to keep coming to the

Pam’s quiet, steady, careful contribution to the nursery
and consequently the local environment will be missed.
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Fungi

by Miranda Boyle
When the weather gets cooler and wetter, the beautiful world
of fungi becomes visible. The obvious puffballs and various
beige mushrooms are easily seen, but a closer look can reveal
a variety of unexpected and beautiful fungi.
What are fungi exactly?
Fungi are arguably the most diverse group of organisms in the
world and span two kingdoms.
• Kingdom Fungi (contains the true fungi, including typical
mushrooms, as well as moulds, yeasts and many fungal
diseases).
• Kingdom Chromista (these are pseudofungi, including slime
moulds, water moulds, and the famous (infamous?) plant
disease Phytophthora.
Fungi are actually more closely related to animals than they
are to plants. They are classified this way because, unlike plants,
they are heterotrophic (ie. they cannot photosynthesise to
produce their own food) and they have cell walls made of
chitin (many beetles produce a chitin shell), not cellulose.
These morphological differences have also been supported by
genetic testing.
The mushrooms that we see are only one type of fungi,
a small group called Basidiomycota that forms part of the
massive fungi diversity on earth. Other fungi that most people
are familiar with include the Ascomycota, which is the cause of
many food moulds, such as bread and fruit rot.
Fungi exist throughout the year underground as a web of
thread-like structures called a mycelium. These are too small
to see with the naked eye, thus the fungi only becomes visible
when the fruiting structures sprout from the ground. The
fruiting structures contain spores which mature on the ‘gills’ of
the mushroom and are eventually released where they grow
and create new mycelium.
Why have I seen so many mushrooms this year?
The conditions required for fungi to produce their fruiting
structure, the mushrooms and other structures that we see
are very particular. They require just the right combination
of moisture and organic matter to grow and it is actually
very hard to induce fungi to fruit. You can’t simply ‘grow’ a
mushroom patch in your backyard. The weather conditions of
the past few months have been ideal for fungal growth, thus
fruiting bodies may have been more apparent than normal.
Why are fungi important?
All plants have a symbiotic relationship with a fungi called
a mycorrhizal relationship. The mycorrhizae fungi grow and
obtain their nutrients on the root of the plant and in return
they ‘fix’ nitrogen from the atmosphere and convert it to
an accessible form so it can be used for plant metabolism.
Without the fungi plants would not be able to obtain vital
nutrients and thus they would not survive. Unlike plants, fungi
are heterotrophic – this means they (like animals) consume
nutrients from other organisms, instead of photosynthesising
to produce energy. They secrete enzymes onto dead organic

matter, which then breaks it down and the fungi sucks up the
nutrients. In this way, fungi are very important decomposers.
They assist in the breakdown of all organic matter in the
garden – your compost pile, your dead leaf and grass
clippings pile, the dark corner underneath the hedge – fungi
are always involved in the breakdown of these organic areas.
What is the current research being undertaken on
fungi?
Unfortunately not much! The area of mycology is not very
well supported, so it is a fantastic field to study if you like
naming organisms, because new species are being discovered
all the time. You can help classify and identify species simply
by using fungi map, an online resource that allows submission
of photographs and other details to an online database. If
you have seen interesting fungi in your neighbourhood or
backyard, submit the details via: fungimap.org.au/index.php/
submit-a-record
You will be contributing to the National Australian
Fungimap Database, an important and unique collection of
information about Australia’s fungi, and facilitating research
by professionals and citizen scientists alike.
And, because so little is known about Australian fungi you
could even be helping to document and describe a species
that is new to science.
If you are interested in learning more about fungi, the Field
Naturalists Club of Victoria have a special interest group
focusing on fungi. They hold regular meetings and have guest
speakers presenting their latest work in the field of mycology,
undertake regular forays with experienced guides and
produce the ebook ‘Fungi In Australia’ which can be freely
downloaded from:
http://www.fncv.org.au/fungi-in-australia/
For more information contact Field Naturalists Club of
Victoria
1 Gardenia St Blackburn Vic 9877 9860 www.fncv.org.au
Email admin@fncv.org.au
Fungimap Inc
c/o Royal Botanic Gardens
Melbourne,
Private Bag 2000, South Yarra
Victoria 3141
Tel: (03) 9252 2374
Email: info @ fungimap.org.au

Illustrations by Ruth Jackson
Below left: Cortinarius archeri
Right: Dermocybe austroveneta
Top of page: Macrolepiota
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Fungi photos from Maroondah area
Lepiota sp.

Mycena viscidocruenta

Cortinarius arc

All photos taken by
Ruth Jackson

Geastru
Hypholoma sp.

Macrolepiota clelandii
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cheri

Coprinus comatus

Mycena translucent orange caps

Mycena clarkeana

um pectinatum
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Open Garden
The Yarra Garden A sustainable habitat garden

Saturday 10th September & Sunday 11th September

by Pam and Jim Yarra
We chose to purchase our block as we were attracted
to the remnant bush species it contained, including
coprosmas, eucalyptus, acacia, lomandra, cassinia, gahnia,
lepidosperma and many cherry ballarts.
The block is south facing, just over 1000 square metres
(1/4 acre) and has a compound slope. We sited the
house to the western side of the block to minimise tree
removal.The soil is clay with very little topsoil and this
together with the two slopes and dry shady conditions
presents many challenges for sustainable gardening.
The garden has evolved over the past nearly 37 years,
changing to meet the needs of the family. The pine trees
with climbing ropes and the pittosporum cubby houses
have long gone and the walk-in rabbit hutch is now a
fern garden. Other indigenous plants have been added,
as well as water-wise Australian plants. There are a few
exotic plants purely for sentimental reasons and at the
rear of the house are raised ‘no dig’ vegetable beds. A
herb garden is located in close proximity to the kitchen.
Many plants are bird attracting, the coprosma (prickly
currant), banksia and correa in particular. However,
for reasons that are not clear, most of the small birds,
including honeyeaters have disappeared. The many
birds that live or regularly visit include king parrots,
crimson rosellas, eastern rosellas, rainbow lorikeets,
musk lorikeets, magpies, currawongs, butcher birds,
kookaburras, tawny frogmouths, wood ducks and
yellow-tailed black cockatoos. Powerful owls are
reported to be in the area.

ADDRESS: 65a Dickasons Road.,Heathmont.
Melway 62B2
10.30am-4.30pm
Admission: $6 (children under 18 free) Students $4
Refreshments available and all proceeds to OXFAM
No pets please.
Insects are attracted to many of the plants. Butterflies
and dragonflies love the bursarias, lomandras and
daisies, to name just a few. There are many bees,
including the native blue-banded bee, and this is
attracted to the Australian native plectranthus.
Many spiders reside in the house and garden. The
inside ones are often kindly relocated to outside. Small
lizards live in sheltered areas with leaf litter and rocks
and on a sunny day can be seen scurrying to a safe
hiding spot. The frog pond and surrounding garden
area, planted with ‘frog friendly’ plants, are home to
many vocal frogs. We think this includes the Peron’s
tree frog and striped marsh frog. A pobblebonk
occasionally visits.
Possums both ring-tail and brush-tail abound and
while there are boxes for them, the inside shed roof is
preferred by some. Other nocturnal creatures include
the micro-bats and a purpose built box has been set
up for them.
Water is significant in the garden and our water tanks
have a total capacity of 12,500 litres. The water is used
for the vegetable and fern gardens and for maintaining
the many bird baths. Clean bird baths are especially
important for seed eating birds.
A fish pond is both decorative and calming with the
soft sound of water in the cascade. It is also home
to gold fish, now protected with wire to prevent the
visiting kookaburras having a feast!
All suitable food waste is composted in bins or fed to
the worm farm, ensuring that very little has to go into
landfill. Leaves and all prunings are mulched and stored
in bins for garden use.
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Most of the art works in the garden have been gifts and
so hold many good memories. Two pieces of art have
been handmade. Firstly, an arch at the back, retaining
the two olive trees (a gift from our son) was made by
our daughter and son-in-law and features a ring-tail
possum, a frog and a tree with a hollow. By the fish
pond is a mosaic and leadlight pot made by a friend. It
features a correa and a sun orchid.
Two decks are used for leisure and entertaining. These
together with all other labour-intensive projects are
the work of husband Jim.
The garden is designed to ‘be in’ and has seats to sit on
and enjoy the peaceful and relaxing atmosphere. We
hope you enjoy your visit and are inspired to pursue a
sustainable habitat garden.

One of the many bird baths

Tawny frogmouth on deck umbrella in
the middle of a summer’s day

The many varieties of lomandra growing
beside the house

Curved path with Banksia spinulosa flowering early autumn.

A peaceful place to sit and relax
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The importance of scientific names
by Linda Hibbs

As a language teacher I really should have made an attempt
to learn scientific plant names long before now. I always felt
somewhat embarrassed when friends at CRISP were able
to rattle off the names and having to ask what they were
referring to. In some ways it seemed easier just to stick with
the common names that I had grown up with. I knew there
was good scientific reason for naming plants and thought I’d
probably get around to learning them one day but hadn’t
placed it high on my ‘to do’ list.
But this changed recently when my mother asked me to
identify a plant in her garden. She thought it was Dichondra but
in a gardening magazine found something similar called Kidney
weed. She wondered if she really had Dichondra or it was this
‘weed’. A quick double check in ‘Flora of Melbourne’ showed
that this was in fact one and the same plant: Dichondra repens.
Although learning mostly common names when growing up,
we had probably learnt the name Dichondra as no common
name reflected the lovely little plant that grew naturally and
was not a weed in its natural environment. This showed
how misleading some of the common names are. (Note: If
purchased, it grows best as a ground cover and not amongst
other plants as it can take over if grown in nutritious soil).
Why are the scientific names so important to learn?
There is only one correct Latin (or Latinised form of Greek)
name for any plant species. These remain constant throughout
history (mostly) and throughout the world. Thus we can rely
on the scientific name to mean exactly the same thing that it
did hundreds of years ago. There can be hundreds of common
names for the same plant or plants that have the same name
but are totally unrelated.
The scientific names have been given for good reason.
They place the plant with its family. They also often reveal
its characteristics such as whether it is grows close to the
ground. Plants have Latin or Greek names because this was
the international language of science when systems for naming
plants were first formalised. And we can be thankful to the
Botanists who arrived from other shores that they used these
scientific names, otherwise there would be much debate
today about which plants they were referring to at the time.
Carl von Linne (Linnaeus) came up with a system for naming,
invented in 1753, in which each plant has a name with two
parts. This is called Binomial Nomenclature. It is a formal
system of naming species of living things. Each of the two parts
of the name used Latin grammatical forms. 1
The first word is the name of the genus. This is a ‘collective
name’ for a group of plants that share the same characteristics.
It’s usually in Italics and starts with a capital letter.
The second word is the name of the species. This is usually
lower case and also expressed in italics. The second word
is also called the epithet and it modifies the first word. It
1. Nomenclature is the naming of plants and Taxonomy
provides a system for the category of plants.
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describes in more detail the characteristics of the plant.
The ending of the second word in the name depends
on whether the Botanical Latin name for the first word is
masculine or feminine.
If we don’t know the species
When referring to a plant in a genus, if we do not know which
species it is, the generic name followed by ‘sp.’ ie: Grevillea
sp. is used. When referring collectively to some or all of the
species in a genus we use the generic name followed by ‘spp.’
ie: Grevillea spp. Note that this is not in italics.
I asked a few at the nursery how they might have gone about
learning the scientific names. Overall it seems making an
effort to keep using these names was vital. For Annette rote
learning never worked but knowing the plant in context of
other plants and its particular habitat helped. Seeing the many
stages of the plant from seed to mature plant also helped.
‘Some of the plant names sound fantastic and are pleasant to
say. For example Gompholobium heugeli, how could you not
remember that! It just rolls off the tongue and has a beautiful
flower and seed pod.’
Stephanie found that working in the sales area and connecting
the name of the plant and what it looked like helped. Now
she uses only the Latin names and is sometimes stumped
when people refer to the common names as they are less
used. One example she gave was learning the difference
between Daviesia latifolia and Daviesia leptophylla. ‘The
latifolia has wider leaves so therefore it is ‘latty fatty’!’ It is
this personal way of remembering that seems to be the
key. Stephanie also added that, ‘the benefits in knowing the
language and being able to use a name gives plants identity
and individuality, resulting in greater appreciation especially
when walking in the bushland reserves plants become
identified individuals rather than just ‘bush’, or ‘that plant with
the yellow flowers’.
Stephanie referred me to an article and a quote that is very
relevant here: “That’s why naming species is important.
Names harness the power of recognition. They acknowledge
the other exists. They introduce familiarity. As someone once
exclaimed to me, “you don’t notice species until you know
they can have a name!” ‘ 2
How did I start learning?
If the meaning didn’t help, I worked out how to remember
the word from how it sounded or looked. I started with a
local plant I grew up knowing as ‘Wild Cherry’ which is more
commonly referred to as ‘Cherry Ballart’ or ‘Native Cherry’.
Its scientific name is: Exocarpus cupressiformis
Step 1: Meaning

Exocarpos from Greek exo, outside and carpos, a fruit, referring
to the location of the seed outside of the fruit. Cupressiformis...
similar in form to a conifer/cypress.
2. https://theconversation.com/what-dragonflies-say-about-our-

ignorance-of-the-natural-world-60215
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and tips on how to learn them
Step 2: Ways to remember
Exo for outside was easy. Carpos was fruit. Cupressiformis
wasn’t close enough to conifer for me, so I instead referred
to the visual. The fruit has the form of a little cup. So Exo(outside) + carpos (fruit, sounded like compost so
I visualised fruit on the compost) + cup (cup) + pressi
(impression) + formis (form) = Exocarpus cupressiformis
(Or if you can remember straight away - fruit on the outside,
shaped like a cypress!).
I had to be a little more inventive with the next one. This was
easier to learn out loud (pronunciation aside) than remember
how it was spelt.
Adiantum aethiopicum
Common Maidenhair
Step 1: Meaning
From the Greek meaning ‘not wetting’ which refers to the
fronds ability to shed water without becoming wet.
Step 2: Ways to remember
Adian (almost rhymes with Maiden)+ tum(has to be there
to rhyme with end of second word). Aethiopi (like Ethiopia
- repelling water/dry climate...) + cum (rhymes with tum- as
above) = Adiantum aethiopicum.
Sometimes there are simple ways to remember without
looking up the meaning; eg. Glycine clandestina Twining Glycine
(Glycine ….and it twines itself in a clandestine way…ie .you
never see it doing it!). You might find other ways to remember
or just in fact, rote learn the scientific names.
I referred to the list on the CRISP website (http://www.
crispnursery.org.au/species.html) and wrote down sets of
words I wanted to remember on small cards with the scientific
name on one side and the common name on the other. You
could print out images of the plants and put them on the
other side or both. I found that after pulling the term apart
to try and find ways to link it to the plant or just to itself, I
became much quicker at recognising the name on cards.
See what you can do with the following terms and their
meanings and come up with your own ways of remembering.
Refer to the list on the CRISP website. (I might throw in a test
in the next newsletter and see how you have gone!)
Billardiera scandens
Common Apple-berry
Billardiera named after Jacques Julien de La Billardiere (1755-1834),
a 19th century French botanist who visited Western Australia and
Tasmania with the D’Entrecasteaux expedition and named many new
plant species. Scandens from Latin meaning to climb or sprawl, alluding
to its habit.
Clematis aristata
Australian Clematis
Clematis from the Greek ‘klematis’ meaning a shoot, tendril; a Greek
name used for various climbing plants. Aristata = bearded - referring
to the bristles on the fruit.

Pandorea pandorana
Wonga Vine
Pandorea named after Pandora’s Box. Spach, the author of the
name, is said to have been reminded of it when he saw the seed
pod. Pandorana named after the Greek goddess.
Arthropodium milleflorum
Pale Vanilla-lily
Arthropodium from the Greek ‘arthron’ meaning a joint and podion
meaning a little foot, alluding to the jointed pedicels. Milleflorum from
the Latin ‘mille’ meaning a thousand and floris meaning flowers.
Arthropodium strictum
Chocolate Lily
Arthropodium (see above). Strictus from Latin meaning to be erect or
upright, alluding to the species habit.
Note: My way of remembering: How ‘strict’ I should be at NOT
eating chocolate!
Bulbine bulbosa
Bulbine Lily
Bulbine from the Greek ‘bolbos’ and Latin ‘bulbu’ for a bulb. Bulbosa
from the Latin ‘bulbosus’ meaning bulbous, referring to the bulbshaped tuber under the rootstock.
Burchardia umbellata
Milkmaids
Burchardia named after Johann Heinrich Burckhardt (1676-1738), a
German botanist. Umbellata from the Latin ‘umbella’ meaning a little
shadow or umbrella and the suffix -atus, possessive of or likeness
to, referring to the flowers occurring in umbels (an umbrella-like
arrangement with flower stems all arising from a common point).
Hypericum gramineum
Small St. John’s Wort
Hypericum from the Greek ‘hyper’ meaning above and ‘icon’
meaning image, referring to plants from the genus being hung above
religious figures to ward off evil spirits. Gramineum from the Latin
‘gramen’ meaning grass; referring to the grass-like stem.
Patersonia fragilis
Short Purple-flag
Patersonia named after William Paterson (1755-1810), an early
botanical collector in Australia and Lieutenant Governor of New
South Wales from 1800-1810. Fragilis from Latin meaning fragile,
possibly referring to the smaller, more delicate flowers of this species.
Eucalyptus viminalis
Ribbon or Manna Gum
Eucalyptus from the Greek ‘eu’ meaning well and ‘calyptos’ meaning
covered, alluding to the cap or lid which covers the stamens in the
bud. Viminalis from the Latin ‘viminalis’ meaning viminous or osierbearing; referring to the resemblance of the adult foliage to that of
the osier willow.
Melaleuca ericifolia
Swamp Paperbark
Melaleuca from the Greek ‘melas’ meaning black and ‘leucon’ meaning
white, alluding to the contrasting colours of the bark. The first species
described is said to have had white branches against a black trunk.
Some of these meanings come from:
http://saseedbank.com.au/glossary_Flora.html
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Cards and prints by Ruth Jackson
‘The Natural History of Maroondah Series’ Cards available to purchase from the nursery
$4 each, Prints $40 mounted, $15 unmounted. Over 50 species/ illustrations available

©Copyright
© Copyright

© Copyright

Daniella admixta
by Ruth Jackson

Eucalyptus cephalocarpa by Ruth Jackson

Pterostylis nutans by Ruth Jackson

CRISP polo shirts
designed by Jamie Holyoake
Buy now from the nursery
Only $10

Don’t forget to return your
plant tubes and poly boxes
Bring back on Wednesday or Friday
or leave outside the CRISP potting
shed/office.

Health and Safety Reminder

Please consider your health and wellbeing when
selecting which activities to join in. Many activities
around the nursery involve lifting, bending or
standing for long periods. Some activities can be
adjusted where required and CRISP management
are keen to discuss any ideas you may have to
reduce any potential Health and Safety issues that
you identify.

Maroondah Environment Yahoo network
MaroondahEnvironmentNetwork@yahoogroups.com
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What’s on

Dates for the diary

Seed Cleaning Evenings are held on the last Wednesday of every
second month from 7pm – 9pm.
The next dates are August 31st and October 26th

Monday Mornings in the Reserves are held fortnightly, meeting
in various local reserves from 9am –12pm. We undertake a range
of activities including weeding, planting, exploring and collection of
propagation material. For details of where we are meeting contact the
nursery.
Spring Sale – Saturday September 3rd. We are planning on having
information available on Indigenous Gardens for Wildlife, a display of
Botanical Illustrations of local indigenous species by Ruth Jackson and
lots of plants available for purchase.
The Australian Bird Feeding & Watering Study
The Australian Bird Feeding and Watering Study is a citizen science initiative being conducted by researchers at Deakin
University and Griffith University. The group’s interests are the interactions people have with birds in their own backyards,
as this can have a huge impact on bird diversity and abundance. The Australian Bird Feeding and Watering Study aims to
gather quantitative data on the effects of supplementary feeding and providing water for birds and the reasons why people
provided food and/or water. In doing so they aim to develop purpose guidelines for people who feed birds to do so with
minimum risk to birds. If you provide food or water for birds and would like to take part in this exciting study, you can sign
up by via their website. Details about how to go about the project and questions and answers are also provided:
https://csdb.org.au/feedingbirds/questions-and-answers.aspx
Sat 9th & Sun 10th July
			

Art Exhibition of Botanical, Birds & Butterflies
10.00am – 4.00pm at the Park Orchards Community House, 572 Park Rd., Park Orchards

Free Environment Seminars are held by Manningham Council - first Wednesday of the month
(Feb – Dec) at 7.30pm. All are welcome. No booking is required.
Aug 3rd
Saltmarsh ecology – Geoff Carr
Sept 7th
Melbourne Water Platypus monitoring – Josh Griffiths
Oct 5th
Drones a tool for good or evil – Rob Gration *
Nov – No Seminar
Dec 7th
Powerful Owl Research – Nick Bradsworth
Schools Tree Day on Friday 29th July, 2016
National Tree Day on Sunday, July 31st 2016
Planet Ark is encouraging Australians to join the country’s biggest nature care initiative and tree planting event by volunteering to be
site coordinators. Tree Day is a fulfilling opportunity to do something good for the environment and give back to the local community
in a meaningful way. Participants unite with thousands of generous, green-minded individuals (like yourself), reconnect with nature,
enjoy and protect Australia’s unique natural environment and benefit from positive health and wellbeing outcomes.
The site can be at a local park, school, office or workplace, a nearby sports field, Scout Hall or place of worship. Planting can even
be in your own backyard, patio, balcony or street. Participants don’t need to be planting professionals or even have green thumbs.
Resources for National Tree Day Planning can be found on http://treeday.planetark.org/
Sunday September 11th - Bushcare’s Major Day Out in Landcare Week. If your group is holding an activity on or near
that date, you can register it by going to www.bushcaresmajordayout.org. If you had a Bushcare’s Majoy Day Out activity
last year, it will have been automatically entered again for this year, so if the details for this year are different, you will need
to get on line and edit the entry. If you are holding such an activity please let us know as Council has offered to circulate
the information to their networks for us. You can also enter it on Council’s What’s On webpage
Manningham Nature Walks Thursdays At 9.30am
July 28th – Bucks Reserve, White’s Orchard & Mullum Mullum Creek – Difficult
August 28th – Whipstick Gully Wattle Identification Wander – Difficult
September 22 - Spring Equinox ar Tindals Wildflower Reserve & Forth Hill – Moderate
October 27th - Yarra Brae to Jumping Creek thro’ heart of the Gorge - Difficult
November 24th – Grass Identification at Pound Bend – Moderate (mostly easy)
December 22nd – Summer Solstice at Bluetongue Bend – Difficult (some steep, narrow sections)
Booking is essential and open two months before each walk. Numbers are limited. To book or for more information
phone 9840-9129, or go to http://www.manningham.vic.gov.au/nature-walks
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LOCAL ENVIRONMENT/FRIENDS GROUPS
Group Name
Heathmont Bushcare
Working bees held 1st Sunday of the month
http://heathmontbushcare.wordpress.com

Contact
			

Roger: 		

9876 6762

Loughies Bushland
Working bees held 1st Saturday of the month 			
9.30-12.30pm. Meet in Kubis Drv at the Main Entrance.

Carol:		

9870 8126
			

First Friends of Dandenong Creek
		
http://portphillipwesternport.landcarevic.net.au/ffdc

Lex: 		

9874 4326

Mullum Mullum Creek Bushcare Group
			
						

Alan:		
			

FJC Rogers Reserve

		

Don Dower:

98761319
0417541483
9736 2309

Friends of Wombolano					Andy: 		0414999491
Working bees held 3rd Sunday of the month 			
Merrilyn :		
0410073514
Friends of Ringwood Lake
Working bees held first Monday of the month			
Meet at the Sound Shell at 10.00am				

Des:

Friends of Andersons Creek

Richard:

9876 5382

Bungalook Conservation Reserve			
Second Sat of the month fom 9.30am				
http://www.meg.org.au/

Graeme:		

8711 3454

Ringwood Field Naturalist Club

		

Peter:

9801 6946

Croydon Conservation Society
http://www.croydonconservation.org.au/

		

Keith:

9723 1806

Warranwood Reserve			

		

Margaret:		

9876 3094

Warrien Reserve				
www.warrien.org						

Keith:

9723 4410

Yanggai Barring, Warranwood		

Pat Black:

9723 0036

		

		

		

		

9879 4176

Updates on Bushland Reserves

Graeme Lorimer reports that “With the aid of a CMA (Catchment Management Authority) grant, the Friends of Bungalook
Conservation Reserves, Maroondah Council and various CFA brigades organised an ecological burn that took place on 4th
April 2016 to favour spider-orchids. The first month after the burn brought about sprouting of grass-trees, saw-sedge and
other vigorous sprouters. The rains of May and early June prompted additional species to sprout, such as masses of Screw Fern,
Common Fringe-lily and Milkmaids, as well as dense germination of seeds of many species. We won’t know until for at least 16
months if any Kilsyth South Spider-orchids have regenerated.
Of Concern: Graeme also reports that in ‘Bungalook Conservation Reserves’, Melbourne Water have applied for a Council
permit to replace all the native vegetation on the retarding basin levy, and some of the adjacent floodway, with mown lawn. The
vegetation contains substantial numbers of several rare plant species and the clearing could destroy the only known colony of
the rare Porphyry Wallaby-grass outside the Portland district. The clearing would represent one of the greatest environmental
impacts in Maroondah over the past century. An engineer says it will make it easier to see the cracks that form in the levy each
summer and may allow detection of weaknesses. Contact Graeme@Lorimer.id.au if you would like to be kept informed about
progress on this matter.
Warranwood Reserve Committee reports that the tubestock planted along the main creek by the Kurboroo Kindergarten
children last year (and previous years) are thriving despite the dry summer.
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Subscriptions
Due on July 1st each year

(For Members joining after March, your next subscription falls due the following year.)

What does your membership mean for you?
Apart from helping support your local Indigenous plant nursery (run by volunteers), all plants are available to you at
reduced rates (eg. tube stock will cost $1.25 instead of $1.75 and 150mm pots cost $3.50 instead of $5.00.)
You are also helping to keep Maroondah’s local flora and fauna alive.
Support CRISP and help your local environment.
Pay now (cheque, direct debit) or drop into the nursery. THANK YOU

Direct deposit to renew membership
Can’t get to the nursery to pay cash?
Don’t have a cheque book? We are making it easier for you to
renew by direct deposit.

BSB 033 044

Account No: 149422

Ensure you put your name in the details section so we can
update your membership

Sending an email to the nursery when you make the
deposit will ensure that your membership information
is updated correctly.

			APPLICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP
			
MEMBERSHIP

(Please circle)

SINGLE		

$10 per annum

FAMILY		

$15 per annum

GROUP: 		

$20 per annum

Name: 		

__________________________________________________________________

Address:

__________________________________________________________________

		__________________________________________________________________

Contact:

Tel: ______________________ Email: ______________________________________________
PLEASE TICK √

Please forward payment to:

NEWSLETTER OPTIONS:
I wish to continue receiving the newsletter by snail mail

o

OR
I wish to read the newsletter on the website

o

The Treasurer
CRISP Nursery Inc.
PO Box 706
Heathmont,VIC 3135
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CRISP Nursery Newsletter
If undeliverable please return to:
CRISP Nursery
Box 706
Heathmont
VIC 3135
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